User Manual
What is Bitkub NEXT?

Bitkub NEXT is Thailand’s decentralized digital wallet developed by Bitkub Blockchain Technology. To be compared as the key to digital world, Bitkub NEXT is the core function that compatible between dApp and Bitkub Chain activities. The users can access to Bitkub NEXT to both app.bitkubnext.com website and coming soon application on Apple App Store and Google Play Store.

Bitkub NEXT can be utilized as digital asset wallet and transferring of cryptocurrency and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). Also, the users can use Bitkub NEXT to connect decentralized application (dApp) such as NFTs marketplace and Defi on Bitkub Chain.

Now, the users can use Bitkub NEXT for QR code scanning as NFTs collection on Bitkub Chain as well as depositing Bitkub Coin (KUB) from Bitkub Exchange. As a result, we are developing these 2 applications to support several digital assets in the future (1 September 2020 as started date).

*The information can be updated for the future use case

Bitkub NEXT’s strength

Bitkub NEXT operates on Bitkub Chain decentralized network which is blockchain based technology. This makes Bitkub NEXT become decentralized wallet and the users can verify transactions themselves; the transparency could be shown on this process which is different from centralization aspect from financial institutions.

You can monitor and verify transactions on Bitkub Chain via bkcscan.com

At present, you can only use Bitkub NEXT as Lite Wallet for user’s convenience, so Bitkub has the policy to own the Private Key. Nevertheless, in the future, there will be “Pro Wallet” function and the users can own the Private key without any promotion and fees charges

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
BITKUB NEXT

Registration

You can access Bitkub NEXT via app.bitkubnext.com. However, Bitkub NEXT can be downloaded from Apple App Store and Google Play Store. In future, we will have the plan to develop Bitkub NEXT via browser extension for more alternatives.

By accessing to app.bitkubnext.com, you can see the tutorial detailed on Bitkub NEXT. You can read through the process and click started.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
Registering by using email and mobile number along with setting up password. Please also read the terms and conditions and privacy policy. After finish reading, please click “Confirm” and the system will let you verify mobile number and email via OTP.

The system will let you set 6 digit PIN code.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
The system will let you set up the privacy including Face ID and Biometric (finger print). After finish setting up all process, your Bitkub NEXT will be ready to use.

After your Bitkub NEXT account is ready to use, you can login to Bitkub NEXT via app. bitkubnext.com by using mobile phone number or email address.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
If you forgot password, you can access to forgot password menu and the system will let you change the password and you need to fill-in your email address and mobile number. The system will send you OTP and you need to fill-in OTP for verification process.

For security reasons, you are not allowed to withdraw the asset for 24 hours after changing password.
Go to app.bitkubnext.com and login with phone number or email address.

After logging in, please go to your phone number (top left corner on screen) to manage your profile.

Please select “Identity Verification” to start the verification process.

The interface will demonstrate the verification process. Please select “Start Now” to process on the next step.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
05

Please read the verification detailed. After reading, select “Verify Identity” to begin.

06

Please read the consent of sensitive personal data. After reading, please choose “Accept” to process.

07

Please select “Personal Account” to process.

08

Please fill in the information correctly regards to your verification documents (ID card for Thai and passport for foreigner).

09

Please fill in your ID card information together with your current address.

10

For minor users

In case you are a minor, you need to upload the documents. Please select “Next” to proceed to the next step.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
11 For minor users

Please upload the documents by selecting “Documents Upload”. The documents need to be clear and lucid. You need to upload documents by the following:

- Parental consent letter
- Parental Information
- A proof of guardianship right
  - House registration
  - or Birth certificate
  - or Adoptive document
  - or a copy of the court order or legal document
  - or other documents issued by local government
- Parent/legal guardian identity document
  - Nationality ID card
  - Passport (only for foreigners)
- A selfie of the parent with a legal guardian identity document

Remarks

- Please sign and certify a true copy in every document.
- You can cross out a sensitive information such as religion and blood group and you need to provide signature together with selfie photos.
- Digital signature is not accepted.

12 For minor users who get married or divorce

In case you are a minor and get married or divorce, the system will redirect to the document upload interface. Please select “Next” to start upload the documents.

13 For minor users who get married or divorce

Please upload the documents (clear and lucid) by the following:

- Marriage License
- Divorce License
- And marriage license by law (for under 17 years old)

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
After completing all step, please select “Next” to process on the next step or select “Save” to save all documents for edit later.

Please upload all documents by selecting “Snap” to proceed on the next step.

Please use your mobile phone to scan the QR code and proceed to the next step.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
The system will let you scan the documents including:
• Front ID card
• Back ID card
• Passport (only for foreigner)
After scanning, please select “Confirm” to process.

Please fill in the detail and select “Next” to proceed.

The interface will show the step of face scanning. Please select “Next” to process.

Please use your mobile phone to scan the QR code and proceed to the next step.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
After finished all process, you will see the message “In Review”. Please wait 1-7 days to process.

After your documents are approved, the interface will show your information and the level of KYC.
At present, both digital tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) can be kept in Bitkub NEXT towards “wallet menu”. This includes 7 type of tokens which are Bitkub Coins (KUB), Fans Token (FANS), Bitcoin Kub (KBTC), Ethereum Kub (KETH), USDT Kub (KUSDT), USDC Kub (KUSDC) and DAI Kub (KDAI).

“K” tokens (KUB/BTC/KETH/etc.) or wrapped token are the official KAP-20 on Bitkub Chain. These tokens are compatible with decentralized exchange (DEX) or decentralized finance (DeFi). In addition, wrapped token can be recovered back if there are hackers or rug-pull situation (similar to USDT smart contract) due to our policy that focused on transparent blockchain network.

Digital tokens that are kept in Bitkub NEXT wallet comes from Bitkub exchange, which the users can simply transfer Tokens back and forth or sending to others by using just mobile phone number.

With regards to NFT storing, only NFT that comes from Fan Tokens and PUBG tournaments live can be kept on Bitkub NEXT. The users can transfer to other wallet by using mobile phone number.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
Lock KUB and get bonus

According to Bitkub Chain Whitepaper 2.0, by adding KUB utility (Lock & Drop), the users can use KUB coins to lock in KUB chain and receive reward.

You can use KUB coins to lock in Bitkub NEXT via “Bonus KUB” menu. When you login for the first time, there will be users manual (Lock KUB feature) pops-up.

After finish setting up, the system will show the following “Lock KUB” options

You can choose the following tokens as bonus reward

- KBTC (KAP-20 wrapped Bitcoin)
- KUSDT (KAP-20 wrapped USDT)

There are 4 lock options period which are 30 days, 90 days, 120 days and 365 days; the locking period will be conformed to APY reward. The users can calculate APY reward by using this formula equation.

$$\text{APY} = \left( \frac{\text{Total reward (THB)}}{\text{Total locked KUB (THB)}} \div \text{Locked period} \right) \times 365 \times 100$$

Example : \(\left( \frac{830,000}{96,200,000} \div 30 \right) \times 365 \times 100 = 10.49\%\)

Bonus and KUB’s value will depend on price in Bitkub Exchange

In addition, the users can choose the amount of KUB to lock (starting from 1 KUB) along with receiving the same type of tokens for 5 times.

The maximum amount of KUB coins depends on the lock period and the users can withdraw KUB coins anytime when the locking period finished. The withdrawal of bonus can be done once a day without fees.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
How to lock KUB

01
Login to Bitkub NEXT via “app.bitkubnext.com”. After that, please sign to your account by using email or phone number.

02
Choose “Bonus KUB” menu

03
The interface will show available package. Please select “Lock Now” to process

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
04

Please check the detail and input your KUB amount

05

Please check the detail again and select “Lock” to confirm

06

Your transaction is now on process. The transaction confirmation might take up to 1 hour to complete. Please select “Back to Earnings” to check the

07

After completed, the system will show “Locked”

More status detail*
“Pending” means that KUB coin is on process
“Locked” means that the coins has already been locked in the system
“Withdraw KUB” means that the users can claim bonus and withdraw KUB
“Ended” means the end of contract
“Failed” means locking unsuccessful

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
How to claim bonus reward

01
After the status showed “Locked”, you can receive the bonus everyday depends on your chosen period.

*You can claim both of the bonus and KUB coins after locking period ends.

02
You can click “redeem” to withdraw your bonus once a day. Withdrawal minimum is at 0.00000001 BTC.

03
The system will show your withdrawal bonus amount. Please simply click “Claim”.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
The system will process your withdrawal request within 1 hour estimate. You can keep track the withdrawal status at “View History” menu.

All of your withdrawal request will be pop-up on “History” menu. “Pending” means pending withdrawal “Completed” means withdrawal complete “Failed” means withdrawal unsuccessful

After withdrawal successful, the bonus will be shown on Bitkub NEXT wallet. (including existing amount of tokens and bonus)
How to change profile picture with NFT on Bitkub NEXT

Bitkub NEXT comes up with the new feature

You can now set your profile picture with exclusive NFT (Non-Fungible-Token) and the background color will display the features and rarity of NFT.

01 Choose your NFT that you want to set as profile picture

02 Choose menu “Set as profile picture”

03 Please read the terms and conditions. After reading, please choose “Confirm” to change your profile picture

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
04 Please fill in your 6 digits PIN code

05 The system will show “Profile changed successfully” and your NFT will be

06 Your NFT will be transferred from your wallet collection to profile display and will be securely kept in smart contract

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
How to remove NFT from profile picture on Bitkub NEXT

1. Go to “Profile” menu and click on your profile display

2. Choose “Remove profile picture”

3. Please read the terms and conditions and choose “Confirm” to remove your NFT from profile picture

4. The system will show “Removed profile picture successfully” and your NFT will be removed from your profile display.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
How to transfer NFTs on BITKUB NEXT

01
Go to “NFTs” tab and choose your NFT.

02
After selecting NFT, choose “Transfer” to process on the next step.

03
Fill in Bitkub NEXT registered phone number. The system will display remaining KUB coin and fees. After filling the phone number, please choose “Transfer”

04
Please recheck phone number and choose “Confirm” to process on the next step.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
05
Please enter 6-digit PIN code.

06
Wait for the confirmation on the system.

07
The transaction is completed.

08
You can choose “View on Bitkub Chain” to view the transaction.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
How to transfer coin and token on Bitkub NEXT

01
Go to “Tokens” tab and choose the tokens that you want to transfer.

02
Choose “Transfer” to process on the next step.

03
Select “Bitkub NEXT Account” to transfer tokens to the destination.

04
Fill in Bitkub NEXT registered phone number and token amount. After that, please choose “Transfer”.

Note*: Transferring the tokens will be free 1 time per day

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
After filling all of the information, please choose “Transfer” to process on the next step.

Please enter 6-digit PIN code.

The system will display “Completed” status and your transaction will be successfully transferred.

Please recheck the phone number and amount of tokens and choose “Confirm”.

You can choose the menu “View on Bitkub Chain” to view the transaction.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
How to transfer coin and token from **BITKUB NEXT** to **BITKUB EXCHANGE**

**01**
Go to “Tokens” tab and choose the tokens that you want to transfer.

**02**
Choose “Transfer” to process on the next step.

**03**
Select “Bitkub Exchange Account” to transfer tokens to the destination.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
04 Fill in Bitkub Exchange Wallet Address and the amount of tokens. After that, please choose “Transfer”. Note* : Transferring the tokens will be limited 10 times per day which will be free for the first 3 times.

05 After filling in all of the information, please choose “Transfer” to process on the next step.

06 Please recheck the address and amount of tokens and choose “Confirm”.

07 Please enter 6-digit PIN code.

08 The system will display “Completed” status and your transaction will be successfully transferred.

09 You can choose the menu “View on Bitkub Chain” to view the transaction.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
How to bridge **KUB Coin** from **BITKUB NEXT** to Ethereum Chain

01
Login to Bitkub NEXT via “app.bitkubnext.com”. After that, please sign to your account by using email or phone number.

02
Please select Bitkub Coin.

03
Please select “Transfer”.

04
Select “Bitkub Exchange Account”.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
05 Please fill in Bitkub Exchange Wallet Address and KUB Coin amount.
Note* : The free transfer will be limited to 1 time per day

06 Please select “Transfer”.

07 Select “Confirm” to process.

08 Please enter 6-digit PIN code.

09 Please wait for the confirmation.

10 KUB Coin will be transferred to Bitkub Exchange. Please select “Withdraw” to process.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
11
Please fill in Metamask wallet address.

Note*: You must copy the wallet address from Bitkub Chain Mainnet (KAP20) on Metamask Wallet.

12
Please enter KUB Coin amount and select “Confirm withdrawal”

13
Your KUB Coin will be transferred to Metamask Wallet under Bitkub Chain Mainnet (KAP20) network.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
Go to bridge.bitkubchain.com and choose “Connect Wallet”

Metamask Wallet will be automatically connected to the system.

Please change the network to Bitkub Chain Mainnet.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
Please back to Bitkub Chain Bridge and choose “Bitkub Chain Mainnet”

Please select KUB Coin and enter the amount.

Please wait for the confirmations

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
The system will display "Success" and your asset is successfully transferred.

Please change the network address on Metamask Wallet to be Ethereum Mainnet.

If you cannot find KUB Coin, please select “Import Tokens” and fill in KUB Coin address “0x0649Cef6D1ed6F8535462E147304d3FE5ae14D”.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.*
You can see that KUB Coin has already been bridged to Ethereum network.

Please select KUB, click “Send” and fill in the address of the network that operate on Ethereum Chain.
How to redeem the reward on BITKUB NEXT

You can redeem the reward from Bitkub Chain and partners as follow the steps.

01
Choose the NFT from the store that you want to redeem.

02
Please choose “Privilege” to begin

03
After that, please review the detail and choose “NEXT”.

04
Please recheck the detail again and choose “Redeem”.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
05
Kindly check the box and agree to the terms and conditions.

Note* : There are some NFT(s) that can redeem only once. After the redemption, it will be disappeared.

06
Enter 6-digit PIN code.

07
Please wait for the loading.

08
The redemption is completed. Please choose “My Reward” to view your inventory.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.
Connecting to other platform on Bitkub Chain that use Bitkub NEXT wallet.

We are developing new project including alliance cooperation and expanding Bitkub NEXT usability. This means that dApp menu on Bitkub NEXT is the center of other dApp that can connect Bitkub NEXT to other platform.

Limitation

At present, there are some limitations on Bitkub NEXT in which we are developing and finding solution to the problems.

Limited Transaction between Bitkub NEXT
- The users can only transfer token via mobile phone number; the “Wallet Address” are not yet allowed.

Limited Transaction between Bitkub Chain
- The users can only deposit and withdraw KUB, BTC (KBTC), USDT (KUSDT) from Bitkub Exchange. However, in the future, there will be an update for other tokens as well.

Limited Transaction on Bitkub Chain
- Bitkub NEXT is not yet compatible with Metamask.
- Withdrawing and depositing other coins from different chains are not yet allowed on Bitkub NEXT wallet. However, we confidently announce that the users can transfer assets between other side chain in the future.
- In terms of NFTs, only the NFTs on Bitkub Chain are allowed to be kept on Bitkub NEXT. You can keep other NFTs on Bitkub NFTs Marketplace in the future or transferring to other chain as well.

*This user manual can be modified for future use case.